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The global prevalence of autism has increased twenty to thirty fold with in last 5 decades due to change of diagnostic criteria, increased awareness and biopsychosocial transformation. It is a global phenomenon that affects people of all strata from developed and developing countries. However, the developing countries are affected more severely by this rapid escalation of this disease due to their lack of preparedness, resources and various other sociocultural problems. Among the developing countries Bangladesh is making a remarkable contribution in autism awareness and the country has already established herself as the role model for the low and middle income countries [1]. Existing literatures reported about 2 to 8.4 children per thousand are suffering from Autism Spectrum Disorder in this country [2,3]. However, none of these data was extracted from a nationwide sample and few other studies have major methodological concern and inconsistency that prevent them from citing in this article. Moreover, the researchers suspect the actual rate of Autism in Bangladesh will vary widely from the existing data when a real time nationwide data will be collected using a valid instruments with the expert guidance.

Bangladesh has gone through the explosive growth in the Information Communication Technology in the last decade and every part of the country is under the mobile network coverage. The use of technology has long been used in the treatment of Neurodevelopmental Disorders including the Autism Spectrum Disorders [4]. Professionals are taking the help of the technologies including mobile phone apps to assist them in the screening [5], providing interventions [6] and follow up of the person on the spectrum. The technological advancements giving an opportunity for the most of developing countries to explore the feasibility of various technology supported interventions due to its cost effectiveness. A global technology based mobile hub of the sign- symptoms and challenging behavior of autism will help to track the time trends, sociocultural and regional influence. Mobile phones are playing a key role among these technological interventions. As for example, mobile based text message service has been proved to be effective in improving the treatment adherence of the various physical and mental health conditions and disorders [7,8]. In addition, technology can augment the communication as an assistive device; it helps in adaptation and modification for motor skills difficulties [4]. The mobile technology can be used and it has already been piloted in few instances to keep the caregivers updated and trained at their convenient time from their home. Moreover, the symptom of the children can be tracked using the mobile devices that can be completed by mobile apps, interactive text messages and voice calls. Another major support that technology can support is providing internet based cognitive behavior therapy [9] for caregiver's anxiety and depression that they develop in the course of the managing the children. However, technology based interventions are often implemented through the complex health care systems where more stakeholders are involved and various unpredictable factors can lead a promising pilot project to fail one. The initial success of a program does not ensure that the replication of that study will bring success in another setting due to the different local socioeconomic and cultural factors.

Social media sites can add a new dimension and flavor on management of autism. Facebook has explosive growth in the recent years and researchers consider it as a potential field to be effective medium to improve social skill training for Autism Spectrum Disorder [10]. A national Facebook platform can be developed connecting the parents and allowing them to share their experience and get necessary tips from their peer group members. Interactive computer programs and virtual reality has shown promise in development of social and communication skills for the individuals with autism [11]. Most of the children with autism live in a rural area where no psychiatrist or expert psychologist available to support them. Hence if a telepsychiatry service such as a call center based on audio call is established to support the children with autism will be a great help. Many researchers considered that mobile phone based services have the potential to transform the mental health scenario [12] and it's time to consider technology to take care for autism.
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